Chapter 2: The Expansion and Fall of Rome

Crossword Puzzle

Across
2. Roman government where citizens helped rule
4. Art from small tiles
6. Christian Church's official split
9. Rome's peaceful period (2 words)
12. Feature of Roman structures
13. He created a legal code
14. Built to bring water
15. Frankish kingdom's founder
16. Ruled by an emperor

Down
1. Western Church (2 words)
3. He moved the capital of the Roman Empire
5. It stressed virtue, duty
7. All attacks on this group were ordered stopped by a Roman emperor in A.D. 331
8. Basis for many English words
10. Great Roman ruler
11. Eastern Empire

Arch
Stoicism
Augustus
Christians

Roman Catholic
Mosaic
Schism
Pax Romana

Republic
Byzantine
Empire
Latin

Clovis
Constantine
Justinian
Aqueduct